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We investigate duality in entanglement of a bipartite multi-photon system generated from a
coherent state of light. The system can exhibit polarization entanglement if the two parts are
distinguished by their parity, or parity entanglement if the parts are distinguished by polarization.
It was shown in [PRL 110, 140404 (2013)] that this phenomenon can be exploited as a method to test
indistinguishability of two particles and it was conjectured that one can also test indistinguishability
of macroscopic systems. We propose a setup to test this conjecture. Contrary to the previous studies
using two-particle interference effect as in Hong-Ou- Mandel setup, our setup neither assumes that
the tested state is composed of single particles nor requires that the total number of particles be
fixed. Consequently the notion of entanglement duality is shown to be compatible with a broader
class of physical systems. Moreover, by observing duality in entanglement in the above system one
can confirm that macroscopic systems exhibit quantum behaviour. As a practical side, entanglement
duality is a useful concept that enables adaptive conversion of entanglement of one degree of freedom
(DOF) to that of another DOF according to varying quantum protocols.
PACS numbers: 03.65.Ud, 03.67.Bg, 03.67.-a, 42.50.Ex
I. INTRODUCTION
In the scenario of quantum systems, quantum indis-
tinguishability of identical particles has been tested using
the interference effect of a Hong-Ou-Mandel-type scheme
[1]. It assumes that indistinguishable particles scatter
independently, e.g., on a beam splitter and do not inter-
act. One cannot, however, exclude the possibility that
the resultant bunching or anti-bunching effect actually
originates from the interaction between distinguishable
particles. Therefore, in order to verify true particle in-
distinguishability one needs to preclude the possibility
of inter-particle interaction. One such way is to pre-
pare an entangled state of identical particles and probe
if the entanglement encoded in a certain degree of free-
dom (DOF) can be converted to one in another DOF.
This interchangeability of entanglement between differ-
ent DOFs is studied in Ref. [2] and dubbed “duality in
entanglement.” Since such duality does not arise in case
of distinguishable (e.g., different species of) particles, it
is considered a novel way to manifest quantum indistin-
guishability. For example, if two single photons are gen-
erated in a parametric down-conversion and thereby are
entangled in polarization DOF (H,V ), the entanglement
can be accessed because the two particles are effectively
distinguishable by their path DOF, say, (1, 2). How-
ever, if one decides to effectively distinguish the identical
particles by their polarizations, one will observe entan-
glement in the path DOF. This phenomenon would not
occur for distinguishable particles and hence it can be
used in testing their indistinguishability.
To date, such tests of quantum indistinguishability
based on entanglement of two identical particles were per-
formed in two scenarios: the first case utilizes a polariza-
tion/path entangled state [2] and the duality is tested by
the violation of a Bell’s inequality; the second case con-
siders a spin/orbital angular momentum entangled state
[3] and the duality is tested by an entanglement witness.
Both the scenarios are implemented on photonic setup
and the corresponding demonstrations remain only at
single-photon level. Therefore, one research direction in
indistinguishability test based on entanglement duality
is to survey schemes that choose other kinds of identi-
cal particles (e.g., other bosonic particles or fermions);
another direction is to examine if the notion of entan-
glement duality can also apply to a multi-particle sys-
tem beyond the aforementioned single-particle level. We
are interested in the latter direction and here propose a
scenario for entanglement duality test in a macroscopic
bipartite system which surpasses single-particle level and
even does not have a fixed number of particles. Note that
this situation differs from the Hong-Ou-Mandel scenario
in which one tests distinguishability of only two micro-
scopic particles.
An additional motivation for our studies comes from
the fact that it was conjectured in [2] that entanglement
duality scenario can be used to test indistinguishability of
complex macroscopic objects. Such macroscopic system
have many internal degrees of freedom and two macro-
molecules that are initially identical will most probably
evolve in a different way leading to effective distinguisha-
bility. In this case duality in entanglement would be un-
observable. This can be considered as a kind of transition
from quantum to classical domain. However, if duality
in entanglement occurs for macroscopic objects, then we
can confirm that despite large size the systems are still
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2quantum since they exhibit indistinguishability that is a
truly quantum feature.
We consider macroscopic light field states that are en-
tangled in polarization DOF and by entanglement duality
can also be regarded as entangled in parity DOF. Specif-
ically, we consider coherent states—in principle their size
can be arbitrarily large—which can be effectively distin-
guished by parity (the former case) or by polarization
(the latter):
1√
2
(|H〉even|V 〉odd ± |V 〉even|H〉odd)
=
1√
2
(|even〉H |odd〉V ± |odd〉H |even〉V ). (1)
Here, |even〉 = Ne(|α〉+|−α〉) and |odd〉 = No(|α〉−|−α〉)
are even and odd coherent states with normalization
constants Ne and No respectively. We adopt orthogo-
nal coherent state basis {|even〉, |odd〉} instead of non-
orthogonal one {|α〉, |−α〉}. Notice that an even coherent
state is orthogonal to an odd coherent state since an even
(odd) coherent state is a superposition of even- (odd-)
number Fock states. The entanglement of (macroscopic)
coherent states encoded in polarization/parity DOF is in-
terchangeable between these two DOFs and accordingly
its duality in entanglement can be identified.
To obtain the entangled states in Eq. (1), it is re-
quired first to prepare a single-mode even (odd) coherent
state which is experimentally within reach in a trapped
9Be+ ion system [4], a high Q microwave cavity [5], a
Bose-Einstein condensate with Rb atoms [6], and an op-
tical system using homodyne detection and Fock states
[7]. To identify entanglement in each DOF, one can
consider quantum information protocols such as CHSH-
Bell-type inequality test based on displaced parity detec-
tor [8] or interaction-free measurement scheme [9]. Fur-
thermore, instead of using the definite-parity coherent
states one can consider another macroscopic state basis,
namely squeezed vacuum and a single-photon-subtracted
squeezed vacuum state, which also comprises a parity-
based orthogonal basis: Squeezed vacuum state is a
superposition of even-number Fock states whereas its
single-photon-subtracted version consists of odd-number
Fock states.
This paper is organized as follows. We begin with gen-
eration scheme of the entangled states in Eq. (1). Then,
we discuss how to identify entanglement in each DOF.
Next, we discuss a similar scenario using squeezed vac-
uum states. Finally, we summarize our results and list
open questions.
II. STATE GENERATION SCHEME
The desired entangled states in Eq. (1) can be gener-
ated by injecting an odd coherent state into a 50:50 beam
splitter as in Fig. 1. The output state is simply refor-
mulated in an orthonormal basis {|even〉, |odd〉} and it
|
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FIG. 1. State generation scheme of Eq. (1). H (V) repre-
sents H- (V-) polarizer. PBS is a polarizing beam splitter
which transmits horizontal polarization and reflects vertical
polarization.
is given by
Bˆab(|
√
2α〉1 − | −
√
2α〉1)|0〉2
= |α〉1| − α〉2 − | − α〉1|α〉2
≈ |even〉1|odd〉2 − |odd〉1|even〉2. (2)
Notice that if we adjust the phase of a beam splitting op-
erator we can also obtain |even〉1|odd〉2 + |odd〉1|even〉2
from an odd coherent state. After applying H- (V-) po-
larizer into path-mode 1 (2), the entangled state can be
represented by
|even〉H,1|odd〉V,2 − |odd〉H,1|even〉V,2. (3)
Now combining both path modes with a polarizing beam
splitter, we obtain one of the entangled states in Eq. (1),
|ψ〉 ≡ 1√
2
(|even〉H |odd〉V − |odd〉H |even〉V )
=
1√
2
(|H〉even|V 〉odd − |V 〉even|H〉odd), (4)
where the entangled state is on a single path-mode (1
or 2). Note that we cannot produce the dual entangle-
ment with an even coherent state since it is not inter-
changeable between the two DOFs. If one uses an even
coherent state in Fig. 1, an entangled coherent state
|α〉1| − α〉2 + | − α〉1|α〉2 or |α〉1|α〉2 + | − α〉1| − α〉2 will
be obtained, which does not have a full ebit and hence
cannot be converted to a maximally entangled polariza-
tion state as (4). Put in more detail, the final state would
be (1/N2e )|even〉H |even〉V ± (1/N2o )|odd〉H |odd〉V which
cannot be converted to a coefficient-balanced entangled
state as (4).
III. ACCESSING ENTANGLEMENT
Now we illustrate how to access entanglement in Eq.
(4) by directing the two mode variables of DOF to differ-
ent path modes; see Fig. 2. Note that placing detectors
at both ends as in the figure allows for testing the dual-
ity in entanglement; different types of detections in each
DOF setup verify the duality. Alternatively, the duality
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FIG. 2. Detecting entanglement in each degree of freedom
(DOF). (a) Parity entanglement. (b) Polarization entangle-
ment. PBS is a polarizing beam splitter which transmits hor-
izontal polarization and reflects vertical polarization. HWP
is a half-wave plate which changes polarization from V to H
and vice versa.
can be tested indirectly by using these path-divided en-
tangled states in disparate information protocols, which
will be presented in the next section.
To observe entanglement in parity DOF one just needs
a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) and a half-wave plate
ahead of detections, as shown in Fig. 2(a). For the case of
polarization-DOF entanglement, however, the procedure
is more complicated, and we denote it by the box in Fig.
2(b). In the rest of this section, we elaborate on what
kinds of processes are included in the box.
As can be hinted from the two parts of Fig. 3, the
box is composed of two stages. First, we introduce an
additional mode 3 to control the target modes 1 and 2,
as shown in Fig. 3(a). The entangled state of Eq. (4)
passes through a PBS such that the horizontal (vertical)
polarization state moves to path mode 1 (2). Then, im-
pinging each path mode on a 50:50 beam splitter with
additional modes 3 and 4 which are in vacuum state, we
get
1√
2
(|A〉H,1|−A〉V,2|A〉H,3|−A〉V,4
−|−A〉H,1|A〉V,2|−A〉H,3|A〉V,4), (5)
where A = α/
√
2. After applying displacement opera-
tions Dˆ3,H(A) and Dˆ4,V (A) to modes 3 and 4 respec-
tively, and guiding those modes into another PBS, we
obtain the following state:
1√
2
(|A〉H,1|A〉V,2|2A〉H,3 − |−A〉H,1|−A〉V,2|2A〉V,3),
(6)
where a phase-shift operation eipiaˆ
†
2,V aˆ2,V was applied to
the mode 2.
Now we are ready to manipulate the target modes 1
and 2 under the control mode 3. That is, their polar-
izations are flipped if the control mode 3 is vertically
(a)
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FIG. 3. Box of Fig. 2 (b) to observe polarization entan-
glement. (a) First, an additional mode 3 is added to con-
trol target modes 1 and 2, where |ψ〉 = 1√
2
(|H〉even|V 〉odd −
|V 〉even|H〉odd). Displacement operation (|β
√
1− T 〉) is
achieved with strong coherent light (|β〉) and a beam split-
ter with high transmittance (T ∼ 1) [12, 13] . (b) Next, two
controlled NOT gates flip the polarization of the target modes
1 and 2 if the control mode 3 is vertically polarized.
polarized, as shown symbolically in Fig. 3(b),
1√
2
(|A〉H,1|A〉V,2|2A〉H,3 − |−A〉V,1|−A〉H,2|2A〉V,3).
(7)
It is implemented by two controlled-NOT-type gates that
were realized in optical frequency regime [10]. Then, con-
trolled phase-shift operations are applied to the modes 1
and 2 if the mode 3 is again vertically polarized. Note
that this process can be even deterministically imple-
mented in superconducting qubits [11]. Finally, by se-
lecting out a click event on mode 3, we can sort out
the polarization-DOF entanglement in the same coher-
ent state mode, (|H〉A,1|V 〉A,2 − |V 〉A,1|H〉A,2)/
√
2.
What if the complicated procedure of Fig. 3 is not
perfectly set to operate? One of imperfections of exper-
imental results is that optical components are not set to
the correct values perfectly [10]. Here we consider the
imperfections of displacement operations or controlled
operations. In Fig. 3 (a), given that the displacement
operations do not produce appropriate displacement am-
plitudes as Dˆ3,H(B) and Dˆ4,V (B) (B is not equal to A),
then the control mode 3 of Eq. (6) is represented in terms
of horizontal and vertical polarizations simultaneously.
Thus, without perfect displacement operations, one can-
not control the target modes 1 and 2 with either of the
polarizations in mode 3. In Fig. 3 (b), given that the ver-
tical polarization of the control mode 3 is not properly
identified, the polarizations of the modes 1 and 2 cannot
be flipped perfectly. Also, the controlled phase-shift op-
erations cannot control the phases of the modes 1 and
2 perfectly. Thus, the imperfection of the controlled op-
erations produce a non-maximal polarization entangled
state.
4IV. ENTANGLEMENT OBSERVATION
We can observe entanglement in each DOF by means of
different types of quantum information protocols. Parity
entanglement can be verified by the CHSH-Bell type in-
equality which utilizes displaced parity measurement [8].
It violates the inequality up to Tsirelson’s bound 2
√
2
with increasing average photon number [14]. Since the
state
|even〉1|odd〉2 − |odd〉1|even〉2 (8)
has faster oscillating amplitude in phase space with in-
creasing average photon number, one has more possibility
of violating the inequality.
Let us conceive another application of the entangled
state (8). Applying local displacement operation Dˆ(α) to
each mode, we obtain a NOON-type coherent state with-
out changing the degree of entanglement. It is known to
provide the Heisenberg limit in local quantum phase esti-
mation, specifically using photon number resolving detec-
tion in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer [15]. We observe
that the phase sensitivity increases with the increasing
average photon number, and it goes down to the shot-
noise limit with the decreasing of its entanglement.
Next, polarization entanglement can be attested
by interaction-free measurement (IFM) in the Mach-
Zehnder (MZ) interferometer, which is also known as the
Elitzur-Vaidman bomb tester [9]. Injecting a single pho-
ton into the MZ interferometer without any obstacle (a
bomb) in it, the quantum interference mechanism leads
to detection only at the first detector. If a bomb is put
in one of the internal arms of the MZ interferometer, the
interference is disturbed and the photon is now either de-
tected by the first or the second detector, or it hits the
bomb—then it explodes. The efficiency of this detection
strategy is formulated as η = PIFM/(Pbomb + PIFM ),
where PIFM is the probability of detecting the presence
of the bomb and Pbomb the probability of bomb explo-
sion. For a single run, the efficiency of detection without
explosion is as large as up to 50%.
In Fig. 4, we consider an IFM setup that is composed
of the MZ interferometer using PBSs. Note that a single-
photon based IFM setup uses beam splitters instead.
Assuming that our polarization entangled state has the
constraint of |A|2 = 1, we can take our entangled state
(|H〉A,1|V 〉A,2 − |V 〉A,1|H〉A,2)/
√
2 as a two-particle en-
tangled state formula (|H〉1|V 〉2−|V 〉1|H〉2)/
√
2. Inject-
ing the polarization entangled state |Ψ〉12 = (|H〉1|V 〉2 +
|V 〉1|H〉2)/
√
2 into the MZ interferometer without a
bomb, the state is given by |Ψ〉12 after the 2nd polariz-
ing beam splitter. Then, applying a 45-degree polarizer
to each mode, we obtain the output state (|V 〉1|V 〉2 −
|H〉1|H〉2)/
√
2 and observe the same polarization states
on each detector simultaneously. If, however, there is a
bomb in one of the arms, the output state is given by
(|V 〉1|V 〉2 − |H〉1|H〉2 + |H〉1|V 〉2 − |V 〉1|H〉2)/2
√
2. As
shown in Fig. 4, we can discriminate the four different
PBS
V
H
2
1
M
V
H| i12
Pol D2
D1Po
l
H
V
D1 (D2)
FIG. 4. Observing indistinguishability of polarization entan-
gled photons by interaction-free measurement (IFM), where
|Ψ〉12 = 1√2 (|H〉1|V 〉2+|V 〉1|H〉2). Pol is a 45-degree polarizer
(|H〉 → 1√
2
(|H〉+ |V 〉) and |V 〉 → 1√
2
(|V 〉 − |H〉)). PBS is a
polarizing beam splitter. D1 (D2) is composed of a PBS and
two on-off detectors, and we can discriminate four different
events [(H,H), (V, V ), (H,V ), (V,H)] by the two detection
setups.
events by a combination of PBSs and on-off detectors.
Then, we are to observe the different polarization states
on both detectors simultaneously with 25% probability.
Thus, the polarization entangled state attains 33.3% ef-
ficiency of the IFM since the probability of detecting the
presence of the bomb is a half to that of bomb explosion.
If it is not maximally entangled, there are also four dif-
ferent detection events in no bomb scenario. We cannot
discriminate the two scenarios of no bomb and bomb,
such that the efficiency of detection without explosion is
equal to zero.
V. ALTERNATIVE IMPLEMENTATION
We can also consider an alternative implementation
which takes into account a squeezed vacuum (SV) state
(|S〉 ≡ Sˆ(r)|0〉) instead of a coherent state. In state gen-
eration stage, SV state case is more feasible than the
coherent state one. However, the SV state case is more
difficult to access entanglement than the coherent state
one.
First, an entangled state based on squeezed vacuum
(SV) state is produced by applying a coherent superposi-
tion operation of photon subtractions to two single-mode
SV states. Its output state is derived as
(aˆ1 + aˆ2)|S〉1|S〉2 = aˆ1|S〉1|S〉2 + |S〉1aˆ2|S〉2, (9)
where the photon-subtracted SV state aˆ|S〉 is a super-
position of odd number states and the SV state |S〉 is a
superposition of even number states. Then, sequentially
applying polarizers ( mode 1 → H, mode 2 → V) and a
PBS to the output state, we obtain an entangled state
which has capability of entanglement duality,
1√
2 sinh r
(aˆH |S〉H |S〉V + |S〉H aˆV |S〉V ), (10)
where r is a squeezing parameter. Note that the entan-
gled state of Eq. (9) has been implemented in optical
frequency range in order to mimic entangled coherent
states [16].
5It is expected that it is easier to generate the entan-
gled state of Eq. (4) which requires a preliminary stage of
preparing an odd coherent state. Furthermore, replacing
aˆ1 + aˆ2 with a modified coherent superposition opera-
tion
√
T aˆ1 +
√
1− T aˆ2 [17], we can control the amount
of indistinguishability of the entangled polarization-SV
state. It is implemented by adjusting the transmittance
of a beam splitter [17]. However the indistinguishability
in Eq. (4) is not implementable simply by controlling a
beam splitting parameter. The beam splitting parameter
just changes the amplitude of the coherent state basis.
In spite of the simple state preparation, it is not sim-
ple to access the corresponding DOF to observe polar-
ization entanglement. The SV state case requires an ad-
ditional process of distinguishing even and odd number
states without destroying the states. The details of the
process are given in Appendix A. It is due to the prop-
erty that a single-mode squeezing operator produces a
two-mode squeezing operation when we impinge a single-
mode squeezed vacuum state on a beam splitter. It makes
the access of entanglement more complicated, compared
to the coherent state basis.
Provided we can access the entanglement, we can
test its duality by the same quantum information pro-
tocols as in the coherent state case. Moreover, by ap-
plying a single-mode anti-squeezing operation Sˆ(−r) to
each mode, we obtain the single-photon entangled state
1√
2
(|1〉1|0〉2 + |0〉1|1〉2), without changing the degree of
entanglement. This can be used for the quantum tele-
portation protocol based on single-photon entanglement
[18].
VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We have proposed a scheme to test the indistinguisha-
bility of macroscopic entangled states of light. It has been
shown that the duality in entanglement between polar-
ization and parity DOFs can be accessed under current
technology. Then we have mentioned that parity entan-
glement and polarization entanglement can be verified
by CHSH-Bell type inequality and interaction-free mea-
surement, respectively. Furthermore, we have proposed
an alternative implementation scheme using a squeezed
vacuum state.
Here, we have considered many particles in a bipartite
system. It would be interesting to extend our scenario to
many particles in a multi-partite system. In order to ob-
serve full indistinguishability of the multi-partite system,
we need more degrees of freedom for each party. Full in-
distinguishability is confirmed by full interchangeability
of degrees of freedom, which is achieved when the num-
ber of degrees of freedom is equal to the number of the
parties. A candidate is time-frequency modes in optical
frequency combs [19] and multi-headed coherent states
[20–23]. From the squeezed vacuum state case, we expect
to find a way of discriminating even and odd numbers
without destroying states. Furthermore, we could get an
idea of a generalized parity measurement, i.e., modulo
operation.
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Appendix A: Observing polarization entanglement
in squeezed vacuum (SV) state case
We need to attach (on mode 3) an H-polarized single-
photon state to the state in Eq. (10),
(aˆH,1|S〉H,1|S〉V,2 + |S〉H,1aˆV,2|S〉V,2)|H〉3,
where the state is unnormalized. If the mode 2 consists of
odd number states, we conditionally flip the polarization
of the mode 3 as follows,
aˆH,1|S〉H,1|S〉V,2|H〉3 + |S〉H,1aˆV,2|S〉V,2|V 〉3.
Next, if the mode 3 is vertically polarized, we apply two
controlled NOT gates [as in Fig. 3(b)] to conditionally
flip the polarization of the modes 1 and 2,
aˆH,1|S〉H,1|S〉V,2|H〉3 + |S〉V,1aˆH,2|S〉H,2|V 〉3.
Applying a controlled-SWAP operation under the control
mode 3, the output state is obtained
aˆH,1|S〉H,1|S〉V,2|H〉3 + aˆV,1|S〉V,1|S〉H,2|V 〉3,
where the controlled-SWAP operation can be imple-
mented by an optical Fredkin gate [24, 25]. Finally, ap-
plying photon subtraction operation to mode 2 and de-
tecting 45-degree polarization (|H〉 + |V 〉) on mode 3,
we obtain the polarization entangled state on the same
photon-subtracted SV state mode, |H〉1|V 〉2 + |V 〉1|H〉2.
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